Chicago - Joliet
Lincoln Service
- Chicago - St. Louis
- 8 trains / day
- 12.3% of route on CN

Texas Eagle Service
- Chicago - San Antonio
- 2 trains / day
- 2.7% of route on CN

Chicago - St. Louis
- 8 trains / day
- 12.3% of route on CN

Chicago - Carbondale
Illini/Saluki Service
- Chicago - Carbondale
- 4 trains / day
- 99.3% of route on CN

Chicago - New Orleans
City of New Orleans service
- Chicago - New Orleans
- 2 trains / day
- 99.4% of route on CN

Battle Creek - Port Huron
Blue Water Service
- Chicago - Port Huron
- 2 trains / day
- 49.8% of route on CN

Pontiac - Detroit
Wolverine Service
- Chicago - Detroit
- 6 trains / day
- 9.0% of route on CN
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